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The overall perceived quality of audio depends, at least partly, on the perceived quality of lower-level timbral and spatial attributes (brightness, warmth, locatedness, envelopment, etc). These
attributes depend, in turn, on acoustic parameters (e.g. frequency spectrum, inter-aural cross-correlation coefficient). Using acoustic measurement and human listening tests, the connections
between acoustic parameters and perceived timbral and spatial attributes, and also between these perceptual attributes and overall quality, can be established. Quantification of these connections
can then inform the development of machine listening systems to assess the quality of audio as it would be perceived by human subjects.

Audio Quality

Modelling Quality Perception

Audio quality can be taken to mean an emotion-free characterisation of sound in terms of its
perceived timbral and spatial attributes, or a hedonic judgement based on these attributes
[Letowski 1989], with spatial attributes contributing approximately 30% and timbral
attributes approximately 70% to overall quality [Rumsey et al 2005]. The spatial side of audio
quality involves attributes such as source width, source distance, locatedness, room size, and
envelopment [Rumsey 2002]; the timbral side relates to attributes such as warmth, brightness,
roughness, softness and fullness [Stepanek 2006].

Once the acoustic-perceptual and descriptive-hedonic relationships are established they can
inform the development of mathematical and computer models of perception. Such models
may be additionally informed by established psychoacoustic theory and may resemble
physiological or neurological processes; however they may also be, or may include elements
which are, purely functional, employing an engineering or statistical approach to signal
processing. Representations of auditory processes such as signal onset detection [Supper et al
2006] and reverberant source separation [Hummersone et al 2010] can be important additional
components. Realising a practical audio quality meter from a perceptual model is sometimes
straightforward but will sometimes require significant additional effort to design appropriate
test signals [Neher et al 2006b] or audio capture devices [Kim et al 2010]. The full
development process is illustrated in figure 2, while figure 3 illustrates the essence of the
intended end product.

Perceptual vs Objective
Each timbral and spatial attribute relates to one or more acoustic cues, such as spectral slope,
relative harmonic amplitudes, inter-aural signal relationships, and reverberation level
[Zwicker & Fastl 1999; Blauert 1997]. Determination of the exact relationships between
acoustic cues and perceptual attributes is an ongoing research task since these relationships can
be more intricate than they may initially appear and a relationship that holds for one particular
category of sound sources may not hold for another. Inter-aural cross-correlation coefficient,
for example, is an important cue for source width perception but this percept is also
influenced by several other factors [Mason et al 2005]; perceived softness is often correlated
to harmonicity, but this is not always the case [Williams & Brookes 2009]. The relationships
between objective acoustic parameters, perceptual attributes and overall audio quality is
summarised in figure 1.
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Listening Tests
In order to establish the connections between acoustic parameters and perceived timbral and
spatial attributes, and also between these perceptual attributes and overall sound quality,
extensive tests with human listeners and carefully-controlled or accurately-quantified stimuli
are required. These tests must be carefully designed in order to avoid corruption of the results
by the many forms of bias which can occur [Zielinski et al 2008] and will often require the
development of novel or hybrid analysis techniques [Neher et al 2006a].
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Figure 3. The ultimate goal of a full machine listening system for sound quality evaluation.
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Figure 1. Audio quality depends on timbral and spatial attributes of sound which, in turn,
depend on objective acoustic parameters.
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Figure 2. Extensive listening tests, together with established psychoacoustic theory, can
inform the development of perceptual models able to predict how a particular combination of
acoustic parameters will be perceived in terms of both timbral and spatial attibutes, and how
this combination of perceptual attributes will relate to overall quality perception. Such
perceptual models can then form the core of audio quality metering systems.
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